Fine images of Martian Dust by Gautsch, S.
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The atomic force
microscope, which has
been more than a decade
in the malcng, maps the
shape of particles in three
dimensions by scanning them
wlth a sharp tip at the end of a
spring, During the scan, invisrJcly
fine particles are held by a senes of
pits etched into a subsûate micro-
fabricated from a silicon wafer. Pike's
group at Imperial College produced
these silicon microdiscs.
The atomic force microscope can detarl the
shapes of partrcles as smali as about I00
nanometers, about one one-thousandth the
width of a human hair That is about 100
times greater magmificaton than seen with
Phoenifs optical microscope, which made
its first images of Martian soil about two
months ago,
"l'm deliçrhted that thrs microscope is
producing images that will help us
understand Mars at the highest detail ever,"
Staufer said. "This is proof of the microscope's
potential. We are now ready to start doing
scientific experiments that will add a new
drmension to measurements berng made by
other Phoenx Lander instruments."
"AJter this first success, we're now worklngl
on building up a portrait gallery of the dust
on Mars," Pike added.
Red dust
Fine red dust covers the landscape of Mars
and lills the atmosphere. If you stood on the
surface ofthe planet and looked up, the sky
would be red, Astronomers looking from
a.far have dubbed Mars the Red Planet due
to the reflected red glow from the particles
that hang in the Martan air. Aside from
painting a pretty pichrre of Mars, scientists
beheve the fine red dust parhcles hold a
wealth of information about the tustory of the
planet and a major component of the current
Mars misslon is to learn more about their
struch-rre and composition,
Scientists have attempted to analyse the
chemlcal composition of the Martian
atrnosphere
since the
invention of astronomical
spectroscopy in the l9th
Cenhrry More recently, imaging
lrom Orbiters and Landers have
provided information on the composihon of
the dust parhcles that surround the planet,
The Phoenix mission takes thrs a step
further provrding detarled analysrs and
imagery of fine grains recovered from the
surface of the planet.
"By understanding the mineralogy of the
surface matenals on Mars, we can gain
insight into the avarlability of liquid water
and the duration, mode and extent of
weathenng occurring throughout Martlan
history For example, we know that silicon
and iron are the two most abundant
elements on Mars, but don't lcrow how they
are combined rnto surface minerals," says
Sebastian Gautsch from the University of
Neuchatel, one ofthe lead researchers on
the AfM deveiopment for Phoenrx,
Analysis of the airborne particles present in
the aknosphere has been a focus of
research for many decades, However, until
now il has been impossilcle to accurately
measure the size and shape of rndivrdual
particles, The newAFM images will also
provide information on other factors such as
the hardness and mass of the dust particles,
'Àlthough properties of the dust have
been inferred from remote sensing and
eva-luated by surface expenments, there
has been no imaqlng of indMdual dust
and soll particles to determine their size
distribution and shape, Such information is
essential in understandlng the contnbution
of the particles to the Marhan climate and
its geological past," Gautsch says.
"Unhl now, understanding of the
mineralogdcal composihon of the
dust particles was dependent on
theoreûcal interpretation of diffraction
models, The ÂIM measurements will
provide much more accurate, less
speculahve information about the
mineralogical history of the particles, "
Manned mission to Mars
As well as providing important information
on the geologrical history of Mars, an
understanding of the dust parhcles is
essential for any manned mission to the
planet. If astronauts ever do travel to Mars,
it is likely they wlll stay on the planet for a
number of days or weeks, much longer than
the few footsteps taken by astronauts on the
Moon in 1969,
Safety is therefore of paramount importance
and whether or not the dust particles pose a
hazard to humans or their electronic
equipment or even the spacecraft, must be
determlned before any mission takes ofl
Parhcles can stick to an astronaut's
spacesuit, for example, and enter the
spacecraft where it could potentially be
inhaled or ingested or cause corrosion to
the internal workings of the craft.
Exampies of potential hazards that may face
astronauts or craft rnclude abrasion, where
hard parhcles, such as quartz, could
scratch surfaces, and corrosion, whereby
dust particles react when they come into
contact with other materials. Specrfic
corrosion hazards for Mars explorers
include corrosion of space suit materials
and airlock seals.
One of the most important risk factors
that scientsts need to consider is the
potential for unfamiliar toloc particles to
make an astronaut r11. Breathable quartz
parhcles, for example, are knornm to be
among the most dangerous parûcles on
Earth, responsible for many deaths from
silicosis among minlng and construction
workers over many years. Quartz is
beheved to exist on Mars and could
potentially be the most hazardous
substance for both man and machinery
on the planet, The abundant presence of
this mineral on Mars would be a serious
threat to a manned mission to Mars for
engineering and health issues. The
Phoenix team hope their aralysis wrll
help shed some hght on these and
other particles present on the surface
of the planet,
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MECA
The atomic force microscope is one
component of an extremely sophisticaled
Microscopy, tlectrochemislry and
Conduchnly Analysrs (MECA) unit on the
Phoenx ]rander, whlch touched dourn in
Mars earlier this year. MLCA is just one ol
seven laboratories on board the Lander,
whlch are all feedrng back information
about the planet in one of the most
successful space missions in recenl years,
MECAwas burlt by a team led by Dr Michael
Hecht at NASAs Jet Propulsion Laboratory
llIECA characterises the soil and dust of
Mars much like a gardener would test the
soil in his or her garden, It contains four wet
chemrstry labs, each wrth beakers that can
accept samples of Martian sorl, A robohc
arm attached to the Lander scoops soil from
the ground and loads it into the beakers for
analysis, Vanous preces of equipment stir,
mix and prepare the samples for analysis
before more information about their acidrty
and structure can be uncovered,
Also onboard MECA is a thermai and
electrical conductivrty probe for measuring
the thermal and electrical properties of the
sorl, which wrll provrde an indication of the
ice and water content rn the soil,
Optical and atomic force microscopes
complement he wet chemistry experiments,
With rmages from these microscopes,
scienhsts can examine the fine detail
struchrre oI sorl and water rce samples that
may indlcate a history of water on the
planet. The optical microscope has a
resolution enabling the detection of
partrcles doum to ten micrometres. The
atomic force microscope in contrast, wrll
enable imaging doum to a resolution of just
l0 nanometres - the smallest scale ever
examined on Mars, Using its sensors, the
A.FM creates a very small-scale topographic
map rllustrating the detalled structure of soil
and ice grarns.
The mrcroscopy station includes a tool for
performing simple mineralogical scratch
and streak tests on the particles from the
Martian soil, Different pressures wrll be
apphed to indmdual particles to creale liny
scratches on the surface, which can give an
indication of the hardness of a particle, and
thereby help to identlfy it, Quartz for
example, is a very hard particle, The atomic
force microscope wrll enable the scientists
to look al the profile oI these tiny scratches
in detail to help identify the various minerals
nrêaênt in tho qni l
Looking for life
Laboratory tests lrom Phoenix have
already identified water in a soil sample
uncovered by the robotrc arm from about
five centimetres below the surface. The
flnding was announced in July this year by
Willlam Boynton of the University of Anzona,
the lead screntist on the therma.l and evolved
gas analyser (TEGA) on board Phoenx,
"We have water," Boynton announced. "We've
seen endence for this water ice before in
observations by the Mars Odyssey orbiter
and in drsappeanng chunks observed by
Phoenix, but this is the first time Martian
water has been touched and tasted,"
Besides confirming the 2002 finding from
orbit of water ice near the surface and
deciphenng newly observed stickiness of
the samples, the team is tryrng to determine
whether the water ice ever thaws enough to
be avallable for biology and if carbon-
contarning chemicals and other raw
materials for life are present.
The missron is also throwing some
surprises, The unexpected discovery of
percLrlorate salts has changed how some
scientlsts view Mars. Perchlorate is a
knom oxdant - meaning it can release
oxygen. Some microorganisms on Earth
are fuelled by processes that involve
perchlorates so the finding is generating
some cautious excitement.
Hecht explains, "Finding perchlorates is
neither good or bad for life, but it does make
us reassess how we think about life on Mars,
Differenl fypes of perchlorate salts have
interestlng propertres that may bear on the
way things work on Mars rf - and that's a
biçr 'if' - the results from our two teaspoons
of soil are representative of all of Mars, or at
least a significant portion of the planet. "
Phoenix wiil continue to relay new data and
discoveries about the Martian soil back to
Earth for another month yet, outlivrng its
original intended mrssion duration by a
numberofweeks, û
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The Phoenix mission is led by Peter Smith
from the University of Arizona wtth project
management at NASA's Jet Propulsion
Laboratory Pasadena, California, and
development partnership at Lockheed
Marttn, Denver Intemational contributions
come from the Canadian Space Agency;
the University of Neuchatel; the universities
of Copenhagen and Aarhus in Denmark;
the Max Planck Institute in Germany; and
the Finnish Meteorological Instttute. The
Califomia Institute of 'lbchnology in
Pasadena manages JPL for NASA.
The Phoenix AFM was developed by a
team including the Institute of Micro-
technolognt of the University of Neuchatel,
the Institute of Physics at the Universifii of
Basel and lie Suass company Nanosud.
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